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Summary

In this note it is shown that the generalized ratio-product-difference
estimator in douule sampling proposed by Ray and Singh (1979) attains
the same asymptotic minimum mean square erroras that attained bya
much simpler estimator defined by Srivastava (1970), and hence is un
necessarily complicated. Then an alternative equally simple estimator-a
linear function of the si pie mean per unit estimator and ratio estimator
in double sampling, which Iso attains the same asymptotic minimum
mean squareerror, has been shown to have the bias which is twice that
of the Srivastava's estimator.

INTRODCOTION

I For estimating the mean F of a certain characteristic of a
finite population of size N, use is made of information on a suitable
auxiliary characteristic X correlated with y. Ratio, product and
difference methods of estimation are amongst the most widely used
methods which utilise the known value X of the characteristic x.
In case X is not known but inf-ormation on the characteristic x
could be collected cheaply, the method of double sampling is ad
opted in which X in the estimator is replaced by its estimate x', the
mean based on a preliminary simple random samle of size n'
selected from the given population. Then a second phase sample of
size n is drawn.

Ray and Singh (1979) have suggssted a double sampling
estimator involving three unknown parameters

...(1)

\

y+p Qco-x'")

and called it generalized ratio-product-difference estimator. They
computed the bias and mean square error (MSE) of Trpd up to the
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terms of order uiid«r the double sampling scheme when the
second-phase sample of size « is a subsample of the first-phase
sample of size In (1), y and x respectively denote the sample
means of y and x based on the second-phase sample of size n. In
this note we shall follow the notations of the paper by Ray and
Singh (1979). For simplicity we shall assume that the finite popula
tion correction terms/=(A^-«)/AT and f'={N-n')l Ncould be ignored.

Discussion

No doubt, the ratio, product and difference estimator are
special cases of the suggested estimator (1). For p=0 ora=0,
the^ estimator (!) reduces to the double samplihg estimator of
Shrivastava (1970), which itself reduces to ratio or 'product estimator
according as k^l or k^-l ; and for /c=0 and a=I, the estimator
(1) reduces to the difference estimator. However, the authors have
not discussed the optimum choice for the values of the parameter k
pand a in their estimator (1). The MSB of the estimator yuPD, up
to the terms oforder as obtained by Ray and Singh (1979) is
given by

MSB (;';,pz.)=(-L—i +k^ Cl -2ky CyC.)

+2i^am-kCl +yC,C.) }+
j n ^

..,(2)
The optimum choice for the values of the three parameters k

pand a should be those which minimize the MSB in (2). Rearranging
terms in (2), we have

+2(PaZ«-^r)f)YQQj
i^aX^-kT)

...(3)a-fryc. -r^c

which is minimized for all choices of k, pand a satisfying
{?aX'>-kf)C^+ryCy^Q
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where R=flX, and the minimum value of the MSE is given by

MinMSE . -(S)

From (4) it is seen that the optimum valuesof k, P and a which
minimize the MSE of ^rpd" depend upon the population values

R and X, and a good guess of these values must be available
Cjc

to enable one to use the estimator Also for any given set of
these population values, a large number of values of k, p and a will
satisfy (4) and any one set of these values will result in the same
MSE oiyRPD.

The simplest choice for the values of the parameters k, P and

a satisfying (4) is Pfl=0 and which results in the estimator
C(c

considered by Srivastava (1970), namely

...(6)( x' \k

Thus the introduction of the parameters P and a unnecessarily
complicates the estimator (1) without reducing its MSE below (5).

The obtiinum choice for k in the estimator (6) isy-pr and the

optimum choice for k, p and a in the estimator (1) involves not

only Y 7^ but also R and X Hence the estimator defined at
(6) is much simpler as compared to the estimator ynpo defined
at (1), but attains the same minimum MSEgiven by (5).-

The two subclasses of RP$D estimators considered by Ray and
Singh (1979), namely J>h: when k=\, p=l and when fc=l, P=-I
are also not simple. For example, the estimator has minimum
MSE equal to (5) when a is chosen to satisfy

C -
and this also involves unknown population values of y R and X

An interesting result follows from the above discussion. Up to
the terms of order the MSE of the estimator of form (1) cannot
be reduced below (5), which is the MSE of the linear regression
estimator in double sampling. And also that the estimators of form
(I) are unnecessarily complicated and a much simpler estimator (6)
attains the same minimum MSE as that attained by (1).
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An Alternative Estimator

An alternative simple estimator^ of the ratio type in double
sampling is

The estimator y has bias of the order and its MSB up to the
terms of order n~^, is given by

MSE(y)=^J'̂ C; +(^-^^^y\w^Cl~2wyC,C.)
Q

This MSB is minimized for und the minimum MSB is the
Ca3

same as given by the expression (5).

The estimators Jds and y defined at (6) (7) are muchs impler as
compared to the estimator (1) and for optimum choice of the
parameters involved, attain the same minimum MSB. Both these
estimators involve only a single unknown parameter each, whose

optimum value is given by y

Between these two, one may choose ttie estimator whose
absolute bias is smaller. Up to the terms of order the bias of
these estimators are

.nd

c
which for the optimum choices ofk aid u' (both equal to y -^)

L-aj

reduce to

(i-Y t)
Hence the bias ofthe estimator is always smaller than the bias of
the estimator y.

'This estimator in the case of simple random sampling, has been studied by
Chakrabarty (1968).
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